
About
The Turner DeMarco Group

Gail’s clients know that her greatest strengths lead to 
their windfall during real estate decision-making. A 
#1 ranked agent in El Dorado County with roots in the 
Bay Area, Gail is known for her creative solutions to 
real estate’s puzzles.

When she partnered with Val Turner in 2018, Gail 
and the entire market quickly realized how the team’s 
combined expertise puts each of their clients in a po-
sition of strength. Through the partnership,  the team 
gained Val’s marketing communications expertise 
and her vast knowledge in Real Estate investment.

For more than a decade before entering real estate 
sales, Val learned the industry’s ins and outs while 
working as a marketing director and corporate trainer 
for a West Coast REIT. That experience, combined 
with her marketing communication degree and 
incredible instincts, positions Valerie – and her clients 
– for imminent success.

Her consistently high rankings prove Val’s point that 
the busiest agents are the best agents. She and the 
members of the Turner DeMarco Group are deeply 
embedded in the market and well known for achiev-
ing creative solutions amid the complexities of real 
estate sales.

When you start working with Gail + Val, they will be 
in touch regularly, often answering questions before 

you think of them. They give you the reasons for every 
suggestion they make and devote themselves to 
ensuring that everyone always knows where things 
stand. There are no surprises on timeline or on what 
to expect in the days and weeks to come.

In addition, each member of The Turner DeMarco 
Group not only has their clients’ backs, but they sup-
port one another in exceeding every client’s needs 
and expectations. That means that, when working 
with the Turner DeMarco Group, you have access 
not only to Gail or Val’s knowledge, expertise and 
connections, but to the resources and knowledge of 
their entire team.

It means that, when something comes up, you’ll re-
ceive immediate feedback and sound choices about 
how to address the decision-making process.
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Empathy. Experience. Connection. Commitment.


